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Disputes and Litigation of Energy Savings
Performance Contracts
By Aaron P. Silberman
Aaron P.
Silberman

The federal government incurs billions
of dollars in energy and water costs
annually. Recent statutory mandates compel government agencies to conserve energy and water and reduce
these costs. While there are available measures for the
government to do so, many of these measures would
be prohibitively expensive using appropriated funds.
A way in which agencies increasingly have solved this
dilemma is through energy savings performance
contracts (ESPCs). State and local governments’ and
commercial owners’ use of ESPCs is growing as well.
ESPCs are authorized by statute and regulation.
They enable the government to obtain energy- and

water-saving measures through private investment. The
government only pays the contractor, or energy savings
company (ESCO), to the extent that promised savings
are realized. While it does not take ESP to see that the
future of ESPCs is quite bright, these contracts also pose
many challenges—some unusual or unique—that may
lead to disputes between project participants.
What Are ESPCs?
Under an ESPC, the government hires an ESCO to
perform a “detailed energy survey” to identify areas
in which a government facility can reduce its energy
Continued on page 10

Advising Clients in Green-Building
Disputes: Four Steps for Defining Roles
in LEED Projects
By Jennifer Grippa
Sustainability has hit the construction market, and
sustainable practices and policies are becoming a
battleground for owners, architects, contractors,
subcontractors, and engineers, among others. Parties
attempting to incorporate green-building standards
into their construction contracts are having difficulty

Jennifer

allocating responsibility, particularly
Grippa
when standards like Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) call for
an integrated process that requires input from the
owner, architect, contractor, mechanical engineer,
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Disputes and Litigation
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and/or water usage and cost and,
based on that survey, to design, procure, construct, install, and arrange
financing for energy/water conservation measures (ECMs). Common
examples of ECMs include energyefficient windows and doors, improved insulation, automated controls (e.g., for lights and thermostats),
reduced-flow plumbing fixtures,
updated HVAC equipment, and even
on-site energy generation (e.g., solar,
photovoltaic, and geothermal).
ECMs may be self-funded by
the ESCO or financed by a third
party under a separate financing
agreement (either through separate
construction-and-operations loans
or through escrow financing). Until
recently, a defining characteristic of
ESPC projects was that they were
never financed by the government,1
but in the Energy Independence and
Security Act of 2007 (EISA), Congress
authorized ESPCs in which ESCOs
are paid in part with appropriated
funds.2 For the non-appropriated portion of an ESPC, the ESCO provides
in its proposal to the government
a certified Selection Memorandum
and financing offer, describing how
it and/or a third party will provide
financing for the project.
Under the National Energy
Conservation Policy Act of 1978
(NECPA), the ESPC must specify cost
savings expected as a result of the
ECMs, and the ESCO must guarantee
those savings as a term of the ESPC.3
The NECPA defines “energy savings”
as a reduction in the agency’s cost of
energy as compared to a base cost established through a methodology set
forth in the contract.4 The expectation
is that the ECMs implemented by the
ESCO will lower the agency’s utility
bills, so the agency will spend less appropriated funds on utilities after the
construction and free up those funds
for other uses.5
Unless mixed-funded, the ESPC
does not obligate the government to
commit any appropriated funds or to
pay any of the project’s capital costs
up front. Rather, the ESPC provides
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that the contracting agency will pay
the ESCO a specified share of the
energy-cost savings guaranteed under the ESPC.6 Usually, the ESPC provides that the government will pay
the ESCO an “annual-in-advance”
payment at the start of each year in
the amount of the ESCO’s share of the
guaranteed savings for that year. The
ESCO in turn uses these payments to
pay for the financing (i.e., debt service) and to fund any performanceperiod services, such as operations
and maintenance (O&M), repair and
replacement (R&R), measurement
and verification (M&V), and training.
ESPCs are long-term contracts,
lasting up to a maximum of 25 years.7
While they may be shorter, agencies
may not establish policies to limit
ESPC projects to less than the maximum 25-year term.8 After the contract
ends, all subsequent savings accrue to
the government.
The NECPA requires that ESPCs
provide that, at least once per year,
the ESCO will submit an M&V report
to the agency, showing whether the
guaranteed cost savings for the year
have been realized. If not, then the
ESCO is required to pay the difference to the government. Moreover,
the aggregate annual amount of
agency payments to the ESCO and
for utilities cannot exceed the amount
the agency would have paid for utilities without an ESPC.9
Federal government ESPCs are regulated in the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)10 and Department of Energy
(DOE) regulations.11 DOE regulations
trump any inconsistent FAR provisions.
The DOE has established the Federal
Energy Management Program (FEMP),
which has issued qualified-contractors
lists, implementation procedures,
standard terms and conditions, and
conditions of payment.12
The DOE and other government
agencies, including the Army and Air
Force, have awarded indefinite-delivery, indefinite-quantity (IDIQ) ESPCs,
dubbed “super-ESPCs.”13 Like other
government IDIQ contracts, superESPCs allow agencies to award
delivery orders without a full-blown
contract competition, and they establish general terms and conditions that

apply to all orders issued under them.14
In December 2008, DOE awarded 16
super-ESPCs for up to $80 billion in
projects at federal facilities. As with traditional ESPCs, many states have also
authorized use of super-ESPCs.
Protesting ESPC Awards
Like other government contract
awards, awards of ESPCs and superESPCs are subject to agency-level
protests and protests at the government Accountability Office (GAO) or
Court of Federal Claims (COFC).15

Any delay in
completion
necessarily will
shorten the
energyperformance
period.
Prior to May 2008, almost no delivery orders awarded under superESPCs were subject to protests.16
The 2008 Defense Authorization Act
changed that by authorizing the GAO
to hear protests of delivery orders
in excess of $10 million under IDIQ
contracts awarded since May 23,
2008.17 So, since then, when an agency
awards a delivery order of over $10
million under a super-ESPC, any
other ESCO with a DOE super-ESPC
may challenge that award by filing a
GAO protest.
The burden on the protestor in
such challenges will be difficult to
meet, as government agencies have
broad discretion in selecting the firms
with which they will negotiate delivery orders.18
Contracting Issues
Many critical issues to the success
and risk allocation of ESPC projects
are left to the parties’ discretion in

negotiating their particular ESPC or
delivery order. The ESCO ultimately
will be responsible for the selection,
design, installation, and performance
of the equipment it installs. But the
parties get to decide, and the contract
should make clear, whether the ESCO
will carry these responsibilities only
through construction and government acceptance, for a limited trial
performance period, or for the entire
contract term.
The parties also may negotiate
their respective responsibilities for
O&M and R&R. Typically, the agency will operate the equipment with
ESCO oversight, and the ESCO will
be responsible for R&R. A significant
issue is whether the ESCO assumes
R&R responsibility under contractwarranty provisions, which typically
expire after one year, or extend to
the end of the energy-performance
period, which may last 20 years
or more.
Changes
Because ESPCs cover such long periods, the government often changes its
use of subject facilities in ways that affect its energy usage and savings, the
equipment it needs, and the ESCO’s
ongoing service obligations. The most
extreme examples are when the government decides to demolish the facility. In those cases, the ESPC should
provide that the ESCO will be entitled
to continuing payment based on
savings achieved before demolition
and ideally should provide details on
which savings will be used for that
calculation (e.g., those achieved in
the year before demolition, the most
recent three-year average, the average
over the energy performance period
up to demolition).
More frequently, the government
will make significant changes to its
facilities during the ESPC term, and
those changes will impact ESCO
performance obligations and/or
achieved energy savings. Again,
the ESPC should provide that, to
the extent that government changes
reduce energy savings, the ESCO still
will be entitled to payment based
on the savings achieved before the
changes. With a traditionally funded,
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fixed-price government contract, to
the extent that government-imposed
changes increase the contractor’s
cost of performing its obligations, the
Changes clause provides for an equitable adjustment to the contract price.
This approach usually will not work
under ESPCs because of the lack of
contract funding. Instead, ESPCs
will typically provide that, when the
government adds or changes equipment to the facility, it will award a
sole-source service contract, called a
“companion service contract,” to the
ESCO for the O&M and R&R of the
new or changed equipment.
Scheduling and Delay Issues
The pricing structure of ESPCs places
higher schedule risk on ESCOs than
traditional contracts do for contractors. An ESCO’s recovery under an
ESPC depends on the government’s
realization of guaranteed cost savings during the post-construction
energy-performance period. Where
the term of an ESPC is the statutory
maximum 25 years (as is often the
case), these savings may be projected
out over 20 or more years. Any delay
in completion of construction necessarily will shorten the energyperformance period (which the
parties are legally precluded from
extending) and consequently reduce
the government’s energy-cost savings and the ESCO’s compensation.
All of this puts a premium on
scheduling. If the ESCO is too ambitious in its planning and proposal, or
if the party responsible for scheduling
after contract award gets it wrong, the
consequences of delay may be severe.
Even a modest delay may quickly put
the ESCO in an overall loss position.
And, unlike contractors under traditional contracts, which may find extra
time to be an adequate remedy for
non-disruptive delay, ESCOs under
ESPCs will almost always suffer monetary damage because of lost energycost savings from any critical-path
delay.
One way to lower the ESCO’s
schedule risk is for the ESPC to allow
commissioning of individual ECMs
prior to completion of the entire
installation. This provides the agency

earlier savings and the ESCO earlier
cash flow. This method was used, for
example, on the delivery order issued
by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration under a DOE superESPC for the Johnson Space Center.
Termination Issues
Special issues also arise when the
government terminates an ESPC for
default or convenience.
The standard default-termination

ESPCs are
well suited to
addressing the
government’s
environmental
concerns.
clause in fixed-price federal construction contracts provides that, in the
event of a contractor default, the
government is entitled to take over the
work and recover or offset against the
contract balance all resulting damages,
including its excess reprocurement
costs.19 ESPCs are different because
there is no “contract balance.” So,
does this mean that, in the event the
government terminates the ESPC for
default, the government has no further
obligation to pay the ESCO? Such a
rule would often lead to inequitable
results because the government’s posttermination energy savings in many
cases will exceed its excess reprocurement costs for the O&M and R&R services the ESCO would have provided,
and, as such, the government would
receive a windfall.
In Enron Federal Solutions, Inc.
v. United States, the COFC denied
a default-terminated contractor’s
claim for its pre-termination
expenses under a similar type of contract. In that case, the Army Corps
of Engineers terminated a utilityprivatization contract. Like an ESPC,

that contract required the contractor
to pay substantial up-front costs and
to provide ongoing O&M services,
and it entitled it to payments that
would amortize the initial costs over
an extended term (10 years). The
Corps terminated the contract after
less than three years, at which point
the contractor had spent about $11.6
million and been paid about $4.2
million. The court denied the contractor’s claim for the asserted value
of the improvements, which reverted
to the Corps. The court found that,
because the contract allocated the
risk of the capital improvement costs
to the contractor, its default entitled
the government to enjoy those
improvements without paying for
them.20 While it is unclear whether
a court would reach the same result
in an ESPC default-termination case,
this is a risk the parties should take
into account.
With regard to convenience terminations, the parties should, and
typically do, tailor ESPCs to account
for special issues they present. For
example, the ESPC should include
pre-negotiated terms for retirement
of the ESCO’s financing debt in the
event the government terminates the
ESPC for convenience.
When it terminates an ESPC for
convenience, the government might
argue that, because the contract does
not entitle the ESCO to payment unless and until guaranteed energy-cost
savings are realized, the ESCO will
only be entitled to recover its costs
under a termination settlement if
and when, and to the extent that, the
work performed prior to the termination generates those savings. This
argument likely would fail. Jacobs
Engineering Group, Inc. v. United
States21 is instructive, even though it
involved a cost-reimbursement development-and-construction contract
with a cost-sharing provision, rather
than an ESPC. In Jacobs Engineering,
the Federal Circuit held that the
cost-sharing provisions in Jacobs’s
contract, which obligated the government to pay Jacobs only 80 percent of
its actual costs during performance,
did not apply in the context of a
termination for convenience. Under
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the termination-for-convenience
clause, Jacobs was entitled to recover “all costs reimbursable under
the contract.” In the case below, the
COFC granted summary judgment
for the government, concluding that
the contract’s termination-for-convenience and cost-sharing provisions,
read together, meant that Jacobs was
entitled only to 80 percent of its costs
incurred as of the termination. The
Federal Circuit reversed, holding that
the “all costs reimbursable” language
in the termination-for-convenience
clause described the type, rather than
the amount, of costs Jacobs could recover, such that it was entitled to all,
rather than 80 percent, of the types of
costs that were specified as reimbursable under the contract.
Bonding Issues
One bonding issue for ESPCs is
whether and to what extent the Miller
Act applies. The Miller Act requires
contractors to obtain performance
and payment bonds on all projects for
“the construction, alteration, or repair
of any public building or public work
of the Federal government.”22 Miller
Act bonds are not required, however, for service contracts. Because
the scope of work on ESPC projects
includes both construction and services (i.e., the initial energy audit and
post-construction O&M, M&V, and
R&R), application of the act to such
contracts is unclear.
If a federal agency chooses to treat
an ESPC as a service contract, rather
than a construction contract, this may
deprive subcontractors of Miller Act
protections. Department of Army v.
Blue Fox is instructive. In that case,
the army contracted for installation
of a telephone switching system at
an army depot, including construction of a concrete-block building
to house the telephone system and
installation of certain safety and
support systems. The army treated
the contract as a service contract and
so did not require that the general
contractor obtain a Miller Act bond.
The Supreme Court held that the
subcontractor was not entitled to an
equitable lien on the government
property, leaving the subcontractor

without an effective remedy.23 Subcontractors under ESPCs should be
aware of the risk that, as in Blue Fox,
the government might treat an ESPC
as a service contract, and, if it does
so, the ESCO will not be required to
obtain a payment bond for the protection of its subcontractors.
Even if the Miller Act applies, how
should the required bond amount be
calculated? The act provides that the
prime contractor (here, the ESCO)
must obtain a bond for 100 percent
of “the total amount payable by the
terms of the contract” for any project
over $100,000.24 But, under an ESPC,
no one will know the contract price
until the end of the energyperformance period—up to 25 years
after the contract term started. Typically, the agency will require a bond
in the amount of the ESCO’s share
of the total guaranteed cost savings,
even though this will include the
amount payable for services.
Another issue is how long the
ESCO should be required to maintain
the bond. It is unclear whether agencies must require bonding through the
energy-performance period or only
through the construction period (i.e.,
until the agency accepts the installed
ECMs). While agencies certainly may
do so, especially if the ESCO will be
subcontracting out any of its M&V,
O&M, or R&R work, typically they
do not. Miller Act bonds should not
be required for that work because it
is not predominantly construction,
alteration, and repair.
Where ESCOs obtain performance
and payment bonds, ESPCs present several other issues. First, ESPC
subcontractors and suppliers face
a dilemma regarding the statute of
limitations for payment-bond claims.
The Miller Act provides that a bond
claimant may not maintain an action on the bond unless (a) it “has
not been paid in full within 90 days
after [it] did or performed the last of
the labor or furnished or supplied
the material for which the claim is
made” and (b) the action is filed
within one year “after the day on
which the last of the labor was performed or material was supplied by
[it].”25 But what triggers the statute

if a subcontractor performs services
after construction is completed,
such as M&V? A subcontractor that
performs both construction and
post-construction work could end up
in a position where it will be unclear
whether it should sue before it has
completed its post-construction
work and risk being premature, or
wait until it completes that work and
risk being too late.
Second, where the surety has to
either take over under the performance bond or pay a subcontractor
or supplier under the payment bond,
the general indemnity agreement in
the bond will entitle the surety to
recoup its costs from any remaining
balance on the ESPC. But, because the
ESPC does not state a firm contract
price, how will the surety determine
the contract balance? To obtain the
protections it would enjoy under
bonds for traditional projects, the
surety often will require an escrow
agreement with the ESCO’s financing
company that will ensure the surety
access to the project funds.
Finally, with the substantial investment that financing companies provide on ESPCs, they typically want
to be protected under the ESCO’s
bonds. While the standard bond only
protects the owner (i.e., the government) as an obligee, the financing
company will often require that the
surety agree to name it as a dual
obligee (along with the owner).
Conclusion
The federal budget deficit and the
environment are two of the most
pressing and difficult issues facing
the government today, and that is
not going to change any time soon.
ESPCs are well suited to addressing
the government’s environmental
concerns, and they work in the fiscal confines of even the most cashstrapped agencies. For these reasons,
it is hard to see ESPCs going away
in the near future. To the contrary,
use of ESPCs is rising and likely will
keep on doing so for some time to
come, and counsel for participants
in ESPC projects need to be aware
of the unusual issues and risks these
unique contracts present.
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civil engineer, and/or landscape
architect. Because the LEED process
involves multiple parties, disputes
arise from communication failures
and misunderstanding of responsibilities. As LEED construction
grows, so too will confusion about
the respective roles that each party
plays in the process. By advising
clients to take the following steps,
they can minimize chances the of
green-building disputes.

1

Assign and communicate
responsibilities before work
commences. Call a meeting
with the parties as early as possible
(before contracts are signed and work
commences) to discuss and identify
the owner’s LEED-related goals and
expectations. Understand the consequences if a LEED certification is not
obtained or if a particular level of
certification is not achieved. Identify
which LEED credits will be sought
and who will be responsible for the
work associated with achieving each
credit. Within each credit, pinpoint
specific actions each party is responsible for, and how and when they will
communicate with one another to
ensure the work necessary to obtain
the credit is accurately and timely
performed. Be as specific as possible,
and make sure each party comprehends what will be contractually expected from them. The green-building
process will run more smoothly if
respective roles are assigned and communicated early on.

2

Define roles and responsibilities in the contracts. Once the
parties have determined who
will be responsible for which LEED
roles, document it. All too often the
parties do not take the time to memorialize their agreement in writing.
This common pitfall is one of the most
expensive mistakes a client can make.
Regardless of how collegial the parties
are at the outset, how professional the
other parties seem, or how exceptional
their reputation is in the industry, a
written contract is critical. It should

specify who is responsible for which
LEED components. It is also important
to identify who will be held accountable if the project fails to achieve the
desired level of LEED certification and
what each party’s rights and remedies
are if, for example, someone uses the
wrong materials or impairs the owner’s
ability to obtain a LEED certification.
The contract should also address how
changes in the scope of work will be
handled in light of LEED requirements.
Where subcontractors or suppliers
are performing work or providing
materials necessary to achieve LEED
credits, the subcontract-or-supplier
agreement should expressly incorporate the owner’s contract, and the
subcontractor/supplier should be
provided a copy. Contractors frequently fail to supply their subcontractors with a copy of the underlying
contract with the owner, making
it difficult to hold a subcontractor
responsible if the subcontractor does
not know the owner’s LEED expectations and is not contractually obligated to comply with those known
requirements. The contractor should
always have a written record of its
delivery of the underlying contract to
the subcontractor and the subcontractor’s willingness to meet the requirements necessary to obtain the desired
LEED certification.
The contract is an important means
of protecting your client against liability if someone else fails to perform their LEED responsibilities. For
instance, if someone else is in charge
of LEED online or for determining
compliance with intents and requirements, be sure to affirmatively state
that it is excluded from your client’s
scope of work. If your client is not
guaranteeing the project will obtain
LEED certification at all or even a particular LEED level, be sure to express
that in the contract. If your client does
not intend to be accountable for lost
tax credits or incentives if the project
does not obtain LEED certification,
note that in the contract. If your client
expects final payment before the U.S.
Green Building Council (USGBC)
makes a decision on LEED certification, the contract should also address
this. As green construction becomes
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